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The oboes of Richters: about methods of research in woodwind instruments
Part 3: Methods for comparing instruments
What are the characteristics of the oboe (HR 27) which I looked at in Part 2 of this article?
Has this instrument specific or even exceptional qualities? The answers are of interest for
players wo want to know more about its musical possibilities or impossibilities; for woodwind
makers who not only want to make a copy of the oboe (and must know if the present
condition is a good enough as a point of departure) but who also are interested in the way of
working and thinking of Hendrik Richters and his colleagues. These aspects are also important for musicologists and historians who are studying aspects of musical life in the early 18th
century.
How do I come closer to the secrets of the oboe? The next step after measuring and describing
is comparing the instrument with other oboes by the same maker. Therefore I have chosen
three other boxwood oboes by Hendrik Richters (HR9, HR18 and HR24; see Table 1 in Part 2
for information about the collections and inventory numbers.
For this article I have looked at the baluster profiles, the keys and the bore diameters of
these oboes. But before doing that, I want to say something about a vital point in methods of
research: the use of a proper terminology for or the different parts of the instruments,
followed by the ins and outs of comparing baluster profiles from drawings and photos.

The search for a proper terminology
Comparing instruments means: looking meticuously to the overall design and finishing of the
details. Describing these matters mean that you must have a proper terminology. And that is
not so easy, for instance finding the right words for details of the turnery. In writing the catalogue Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997), we had
the problem of finding terms in English and German, coming from the Dutch language in
which we had hardly any sources we could use. Other languages have sometimes interesting
alternatives. For instance: the German language has the nice word ‘Wulst’, which is defined
in the Deutsches Wörterbuch (German dictionary) by Wahrig as a ‘längliche Verdickung,
länglicher Auswuchs’ (elongated swelling or bulge). A ‘Herzwulst’ or ‘Zapfenwulst’ is then a
socket bulge; but Bruce Haynes prefered for the bulges on the oboes the term ‘baluster’ or
‘socket baluster’. The Dutch language has (in my opinion) no useable terms for this section of
the oboe (and of other woodwind instruments). Each woodwind maker uses his own
terminology (or doesn’t have any), also books about wood turning give rarely solutions. In
particular the smallest elements of the turnery are lacking definitions and it is just there where
the Dutch language with the common use of diminutives provides such fine alternatives: ‘ring
-ringetje’, ‘rand - randje’, ‘band, bandje’ etc. for beads, flanking beads, fillets, ledges.
The drawings on the next pages are from Haynes 2001 (The Eloquent Oboe), the catalogue
of Dutch double reed instruments from 1997 and from my dissertation (2005). These
drawings show that for several oboe parts architectural terminology was used (such as baluster and column) but also that there are diffences in interpretation of some elements (key flap
or key cover).

From Bruce Haynes, The Eloquent oboe (Oxford 2001), fig. 2.1 en 2.2.

From Jan Bouterse: Dutch woodwind instruments and their makers, 167-1770 (Utrecht,
2005)

From Rob van Acht Jan Bouterse and Piet Dhont: Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th
and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997).

Comparing baluster profiles from drawings and photos
The best way of comparing instruments is having the instruments all at the same place and
having also plenty of time to carry out the work, taking measurements and photos in always
the same conditions and in a standard procedure. That is not easy, and I myself developed
such procedures only in a later phase of my research. In retrospect, the data which were
gathered about an instrument are never so detailed as I should wish. For this article, I went
back to the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague to take new photos of two oboes by Hendrik and
Fredrik Richters, which instruments I saw 18 years ago for the last time, when I was working
with Rob van Acht and Piet Dhont for the catalogue of Dutch double reed instruments of the
17th and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997). Yes, I recognised the two oboes (HR2 and FR2 in the
list in Part 1 of this article in Comm. 2000) very well, but had also forgotten some aspects
such as the finishing of the turnery and the overall impression, the ‘personalities’ of both
instruments. Despite the luxurious construction (ebony wood, ivory mounts, engraved silver
keys), neither of the instruments have an exuberant appearance. That is maybe caused by their
age, the ivory of both oboes being rather dirty, and the keys of FR2 a bit dull. However, closer
inspection of the profiles of the balusters show the high quality of design and finishing of the
turnery.
I give here examples of how we have tried to record the profile of the baluster of the oboe
FR2 by Fredrik Richters (which instrument has the additional stamp IS under the name, maybe it was made by Fredrik Richters-2, who was the son of the elder brother Johannes Richters

Photo of the baluster of FR2

Silhouette picture of FR2 (the instrument put in the dark room upon a piece of photographic
paper, the light of the enlarger put in the highest position to reduce the parallax).

Draft drawing of the baluster of FR2, with measurements (archive Jan Bouterse).

Drawing of the finial and colun beads of the same instrument as published in the catalogue of
1997.
It is obvious that each of these four depictions has its good qualities, but also its restrictions.
The photo has the usual problems with parallax, only in the centre of the photo do you see the
profile as on the drawings. The silhouette shows beautifully the smooth and ‘schwungvoll’
(lively) curves of the profile, but the detaling of the smallest flanking beadlets and ledges is
not very clear. In both drawings the pencil stripes do suggest that the elements are all sharply
bordered, which is not or not always the case. A problem: how to draw elements with a width
of 1 mm accurately in the right scale when the pencil line is 0.5 mm thick.
I have made some additional close-ups of the ‘lower finial beads’ (terms by Bruce Haynes),
which give more information about the finishing of the smallest details. Such close-ups are
vital for modern woodwind makers who want to turn the wood in the same style as Richters
did.

The other boxwood oboes by Hendrik Richters
There are five oboes in boxwood with the maker’s marks of Hendrk Richters. I have no photos or other data of HR26, which was in the possession of Andreas Glatt, woodwind maker in
Antwerp; he died in May 2013 (the present location of the oboe is unknown).
Oboe HR9 was given on loan in 1996 to the Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag (Inv. No. Ea 1x-1996). This oboe has brass keys and one silver ring, loosely fitted at the lower bell ring.
Other rings or mounts must have been fitted at the socket rims of both middle joint and bell,
but are lost. The colour of the wood is light-to-medium brown, but this is probably caused by
impregnating with oil a short time before the oboe came to the museum. On a photo, taken
some years before, the colour is much more light yellow, like unstained boxwood. However,
there are still some doubts of the instrument is made of boxwood: the grain of the wood is
very fine, but the growth rings are rather wide and just too clearly visible. The finial is made
of a separate piece of wood, but looks orginal; four cracks in the wall of the bell flare are
glued. The instrument is in perfect playable condition and came just too late into the collection for us to put in the catalogue of 1997.
Oboe HR 18 is in the Bate Collection in Oxford (Inv. No. 2040). The boxwood (no doubts
here) is stained brown, the keys are made of brass. There is an ivory socket ring at the bell,
but that must be a repair, because the fitting of this ring is far from perfect. A silver ring is
mounted at the bell rim, but there are no traces of other rings (at the socket balusters or the
finial). The upper part of the c-key is probably not original, with its deviating touches. The
pivots of the keys are also renovations, and are clearly a bit too thick: a piece of wood at the
key ring has broken off. The bell has four long cracks, all of them seem to have been repaired;
there is also some damage at the finial; but the profiles of this instrument are - as of other
boxwood oboes by Richters) beautifully turned.
Oboe HR24 in the Horniman Museum in London is made of dark brown lacquered
boxwood and has brass keys. The bell is made (and stamped) by Philip Borkens (Amsterdam,
1693-after 1760), who probably added this bell to the instrument because the original one was
lost or badly damaged. It is also likely that Borkens lacquered not only the new bell (which he
made in his own style, quite different from the original bells of the Richters-oboes), but also
the upper and middle joint. This upper joint is made of a piece of boxwood with a strongly
undulating grain. After many years, the wood did shrink not evenly, causing a kind of irregular warping. Not only the finial is made of a separate piece of wood (just as on HR9), but also
the base shoulder in the middle joint. The keys, in a simple traditional model, are beautifully
made.
Finally, the only tenor oboe HR30 by Hendrik Richters
which survived the years (in Musée de la Musique in Paris,
Inv. No. E.1185) is made of dark stained boxwood, with
thick ivory rings. The stamp on this instrument (see photo
right) is quite different from all other Richters oboes: his
name in a scroll, no further marks. Was this an early
instrument by him? It is made much more in the style of the
oboes by Richard Haka (1646-1705).
Was Hendrik Richters perhaps apprentice in his workshop?
We don’t know, there is no proof for this theory. But somewhere and somehow Richters must have learned the trade.

Baluster profiles of four boxwood oboes by H. Richters
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The photo of the baluster of HR27 is taken from a closer distance, which caused more parallax: a more oblique angle to the beads at both ends of the baluster. One way to solve these
problems is to take more photos from different points of view: see the next page.
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There is one modern technique to make beautiful depictions of the profiles of oboes and other
woodwind instruments: put the parts under the flap of a flatbed scanner and make a scan. The
lens of the scanner moves lengthwise over the bed, and is always straight above the object.
One problem: not all flatbed scanners produce sharp images of three dimensional objects and
in the instruction manuals of the scanners the possibility of this technique is never mentioned
(and the people in the computer shops also don’t know about it). Another problem: sometimes
you must make corrections (in Photoshop or similar program) to adjust the relation between
heigth and length of the scan: instrument parts appeared elongated on my computer screen.
And of course it is in normal circumstances not possible to take your scanner to a museum (I
even never tried it) and get permission to use it. But at home I often scan parts of instruments,
using the data for technical drawings.

Scan from a copy of a baroque oboe, made on a flatbed scanner (CanonScan 5600F). The
smallest details are not so finely turned by me as Richters did on his oboes...

Schematical drawings of baluster profiles of four boxwood oboes by Hendrik Richters
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Adkins 1990, from figure 5 (p. 47): baluster profiles of some oboes by Hendrik Richters.

The schematical drawings on the previous page of profiles of the balusters of four boxwood
oboes by Hendrik Richters are made on a computer, based on draft drawings. These types of
drawings have their restrictions, they are not very accurate; which is also clear when we see
the drawings which Adkins made in 1990 for his article (he didn’t mentionwhich Hendrik
Richters oboes’ baluster profiles are depicted). I made my drawings only to add a selection of
measurements. Because of shrinking of the wood of the oboes, there has been some warping,
resulting in oval cross sections, with two diameter values (minimum and maximum). On
many drawings of woodwind instruments you will find only one measurement (in most cases
probably only the maximum diameter). In the four examples I have given the mininum and
maximum values in these drawings only on a few points on the profiles, but actually warping
occurs over the whole instrument.
On HR24 we find the most warping, probably caused by the irregular structure of the wood.
Usually we find the maximum values of the diameters in tangential section (see figure below),
as wood logs will shrink more parallel than perpendicular to the growth rings (but I have
found on other woodwind instruments a few exceptions).

Three of the four boxwood oboes by Hendrik Richters have - as on most Dutch baroque
woodwind instruments - the radial cut (or radial face) at the front of the joints. On HR24 this
is less clear; the fingerholes about between radial and tangential.

I.H. Rottenburgh

By way of comparison the baluster profiles of two other oboes. On this page you can see the
profile of the baluster of a boxwood oboe with ivory rings (‘Elf.’ in the drawing) by I.H.
Rottenburgh (Brussels, 1672-1765) in the collection Michel Piguet (he died in 2004; I do not
know what happened to his instrument collection; drawing by Mary Kirkpatrick, published in
an appendix to the Basler Jahrbuch für historische Musikpraxis XX, 1988). There is not so
much difference in diameter for the beads and rings, but the thinner parts have much thicker
diameters.

Drawing and photo of baluster of FR4
Fredrik Richters’ oboe FR4, in the collection of Han de Vries in Amsterdam is perhaps th
Most beautifully executed and preserved of all boxwood oboes by Hendrik and Fredrik
Richters, stained dark brown and with long ivory mounts (and silver keys). This instrument
has a finial cup (with a depth of 4 mm), which makes the finial longer and also wider.

The balusters: a conclusion
The conclusion after this long introduction is - perhaps disappointingly - short: comparing the
baluster (and other) profiles of oboes using data and depictions from various sources can be
tricky. But for me it is clear that the balusters of the top joints of the four boxwood oboes by
Hendrik Richters are never exactly identical. They contain all the same elements (apart from
one or two indistinct of the smallest flanking beads), but there are always differences in the
lengths and diameters of each of the elements. These differences are generally small, which is
the result of freehand turning. The same variations can be seen on the ebony oboes by the
same makers. I do not agree with Cecil Adkins who says that the wooden tubes differ little
(less than 0.1 mm) in the diameter or the placement of the decoration, and that these tubes

may have been turned with the aid of a jig or a device to the lathes on which the ivory mounts
were turned (ornamental turning).
It is in spite of the differences clear that the boxwood oboes are turned by the same and very
skilled maker: the profiles are bold, lively, expressive, or (in the German language):
schwungvoll (‘swinging’), and very beautifully finished. Actually, the beauty of these baluster
profiles shows up better than those of the oboes with ivory balusters which are ornamentally
turned.
A closing remark: it is not only not so easy to record the shape and details of the profiles; it
is also difficult to reproduce these balusters: just when you try to copy them as exactly as
possible, there is a big chance that you will lose the freedom of the liveliness of the profile.

